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The journal Financial Markets and Portfolio Management invites submissions of
original research articles as well as shorter “Perspectives” papers for a special
issue on “Corporate Risk Management” that is scheduled for publication in
December 2007.
Topics
The Special Issue includes, but is not limited to, the following topics.
• Corporate hedging and insurance programs.
• Post-loss and pre-loss risk finance.
• Structured insurance and alternative risk transfer.
• Multi-trigger and multi-line risk transfer programs.
• Organized self-insurance programs (captives, protected cell companies,
mutuals, etc.).
• Enterprise-wide risk management.
Case studies and institutional papers are welcome as submissions for
“Perspectives” papers.
C. L. Culp (B)
Financial Markets and Portfolio Management,
University of St. Gallen, Rosenbergstrasse 52,
9000 St. Gallen, Switzerland
e-mail: Christopher.Culp@ChicagoGSB.edu
URL: http://www.fmpm.org
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Submissions
Deadline for the submission of articles is March 1, 2007. All submissions are
subject to a double-blind peer review. The Special Issue Editor anticipates mak-
ing final decisions on accepted papers by August 2007. The best two published
papers of each volume of FMPM are awarded with the FMPM Best Paper
Award (EUR 1000) and the Swisscanto Best Paper Award (CHF 4000).
